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in Performance

When we think of the extreme beauty 
that has been extracted from the 
ancestry of Arabians and showcased 
in modern halter competitions, the 
Egyptian horse comes to the forefront 
whether straight Egyptian or bloodlines 
strongly influenced by Egyptian breeding. 
This “beauty contest” has become so 
prevalent that it is easy to forget that the 
Egyptian horse was ever a ridden horse, 
but its beginnings are the same as for 
other bloodlines – from the war horses 
of the desert who carried their Bedouin 
riders fearlessly in a harsh environment. 

The reality is that Egyptian bloodlines 
have roots in performance going way 
back. In the nineteenth century, the 
Egyptian Pashas are often depicted 
proudly on their mounts. Prince Kamal El 
Dine was an avid hunter on horseback, 
and as well, he fancied the early Egypt-
Blunt bred stock that comprised the blend 
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Blunt horses, which are the cornerstone of 
many successful performance horses. 

There are other early Egyptian horse 
ancestors who did not trace to the Blunt 
desert stock but have also played a role 
in performance. One case being the 
excellent sire Sirecho, sired by Prince 
Mohammed Ali’s stallion Nasr (known 
in Egypt as Manial), and his dam is the 
mare Exochorda, whose sire Aiglon had 
a long and distinguished career on the 
race courses of Egypt. Nasr himself for 
a period of time held the record for the 
mile, and his son Ibn Manial was also 
raced in Egypt. Sirecho’s career as a sire 
was mainly as an older horse and he was 
selectively used on a few Babson-bred 
Egyptians and thereafter he was bred 
to Saudi desert-bred horses, some of 
which have done very well in endurance. 
Sirecho sired a beautiful moving pearl-
white horse named Joramir (x Fad Roufa) 
who I saw as an older horse. Joramir 
won many championships under saddle 
including at U.S. Nationals, and he also 
sired race winners. Sirecho’s daughter 
Sirhabba, when bred to the celebrated 
Ansata Ibn Halima (two crosses to 

Astraled), produced Al Karim Sirhalima, 
a renowned ancestor of numerous 
performers in Australia. Sirhabba’s full 
sister Asal Sirabba was bred to Ansata Ibn 
Halima also, yielding the beautiful moving 
Siralima, granddam of world renowned 
Laheeb, who sired performance winners 
from Polish bloodlines.

The EAO also realised the value of 
occasionally outcrossing. It is interesting 
to note that in 1956, the year that the 
prized Nazeer sons Morafic and Alaa 
El Din were born in Egypt, the third 
most heavily used sire was the outcross 
Inshass stallion Badr of desert breeding, 
and as a result he is the grandsire of the 
prized mare Hanan, dam of celebrated 
super sire Asfour, noted for imparting 
brilliant movements.

The Egyptian horse of today is often quite 
line bred to the legendary Nazeer and 
some have questioned if this will lead 
to beautiful halter horses that cannot 
perform. My feeling is that to sustain the 
inherent performance aspects of the 
Egyptian horse it is all about selection 
and testing. It is interesting to note that 
in America the late Mark Mayo worked 

his 17,000 acre ranch exclusively with Al 
Khamsa-bred Arabians many of whom 
were over 75% Ansata breeding. His 
selection and use of his stock sustained 
the performance qualities for many years 
on the ranch. Some of the ranch horses 
were tough endurance competitors of 
high percentage Ansata bloodlines.

Several final examples of selection, 
particularly as applies to the straight 
Egyptian Nazeer-bred horses got my 
attention recently when I attended the 
annual Al Khamsa convention that 
included a tribute to longtime breeder 
Hansi Melnyk of Serenity Arabians. Two 
presenters who paid tribute to Hansi were 
experienced dressage and endurance 
riders, Silvia Nauman from Germany and 
Willemina DeBoer from the U.S. Both own, 

of the Egyptian Ali Pasha Sherif bloodlines 
with the early Blunt selected desert breds. 
I covered the subject of these early Egypt-
Blunt horses in the recent issue of Arabian 
Studs & Stallions. An interesting thing 
about those early Crabbet horses which 
returned to Egypt is how they established, 
for instance, the blood of the great 
Astraled, sired by the Ali Pasha Sherif 
stallion Mesaoud and out of the Blunts’ 
prized Queen of Sheba. Astraled passed 
along a great deal of quality and athletic 
ability for generations. His daughter 
Ramla, a full sister to Rustem, won a 
5-day 306 mile endurance competition 
against all comers. Three of Astraled’s 
sons emerged as important sires in 
straight Egyptian breeding, Rustem, 
Sotamm and Gulastra. 

In America his son Gulastra was a key 
ingredient in many horses winning under 
saddle but also in endurance because he 
transmitted tremendous endurance and 
tireless energy. He was 62.5% Ali Pasha 
Sherif and 37.5 Blunt desert bloodlines – 
the combination that comprises so many 
straight Egyptian foundation horses.

Rustem and Sotamm were important sires 

at Crabbet well before their exportation 
to Egypt as older horses for Prince 
Kamal El Dine. Rustem, among his 
other accolades as a sire, is grandsire 
of Obeya who produced the excellent 
Egyptian sire Anter to which many 
performance horses trace. Rustem is 
also grandsire of Hind, prominent dam 
line and granddam of world-renowned 
Aswan. Sotamm is not only the sire of 
the Egyptian mare Bint Serra but also 
of Kazmeen, the grandsire of Nazeer, 
so Kazmeen appears many times in 
pedigrees. Interestingly one of Sotamm’s 
straight Egyptian grandsons, Riffal, came 
to Australia and was an important sire. 
Yes, by Pyramid Society definition, Riffal 
is “straight Egyptian” since his ancestors 
are collaterally equivalent to the early 
Egypt-Blunt stock in my previous article. 
So based on that let’s take a look at 
one of Australia’s celebrated endurance 
stallions, the late Chip Chase Sadaqa. 
By pedigree he is nearly 82% straight 
Egyptian and he carries 25 crosses to 
the great sire Astraled. The point being 
is that the straight Egyptians of today still 
have a strong tie to these early Egypt-
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LEFT: Omar Pasha mounted – 19th century engraving. 

Photo: Ferriss archive. 

RIGHT: Anter, 1945 chestnut stallion (Hamdan x Obeya). 

Photo: Judith Forbis.

LEFT: Joramir, 1959 grey stallion (Sirecho x Fad Roufa). 

Nationals winning performance horse and sire of race 

winners. Photo: Ferriss archive.  

TOP RIGHT: Mark Mayo in the 1980s riding one of his 

Ansata-bred endurance and ranch horses, without any 

tack. Photo: Ferriss archive. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Astraled, 1900 bay stallion (Mesaoud x 

Queen of Sheba). Photo: Ferriss archive.
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breed and ride Serenity-bred Arabians 
that are not only beautiful horses but also 
fiercely successful endurance winners on 
the international scene. 

For example, a mare of Silvia’s breeding, 
Ameen Malika, is of all Serenity bloodlines 
and has 20 crosses to Nazeer, with 
many lines to Astraled, and 18 crosses 
to Astraled’s son Rustem as well. Ameen 
Malika is a winning endurance horse in 
Germany with over 1,500km of races, and 
winning the Golden Badge of the VZAP 
twice, competing up to 120km. Malika’s 
full sister Ameen Sahira is also a many 
times first place winner in endurance and 
in 2014, the second best horse competing 
in Northern Germany. These straight 
Egyptian mares are intensely Nazeer-bred 
athletes.

Internationally successful rider Willemina 
DeBoer also breeds 100% Serenity 
straight Egyptian lines. Her horse Frisia 
Shaheen has 26 lines to Nazeer and has 
many endurance wins finishing first and 
best conditioned. He has competed in the 
U.S., Italy and Dubai. Willemina’s other 
renowned competitor is Frisia Mameluk 
with a long list of wins in the U.S. in 
competitions ranging from 25 to 100 
miles. He has 24 lines to Nazeer not to 
mention multiple crosses to Rustem.

The multi talented Australian performance 
champion Mulawa Vivacious symbolises 
the blending of Egyptian ancestors with 
other lines to create a great competitor. 
Just some of his Egyptian ancestry 
includes Anaza El Nizr, Al Karim Sirhalima, 
Hansan, Salomy, Zarife, Roda, Fadl, Bint 
Bint Sabbah, and Gulastra.

So the reality is that Egyptian horses have 
tough competitors among their ranks and 
they carry great potential for performance, 
not just for beauty. They not only offer 
these qualities within straight Egyptian 
lines but in the many successful crosses 
as well for which there is not enough 
space to cover here. In the end it is all 
about selection and use, and each new 
Arabian breeder must consider this and 
the straight Egyptian should be a part of 
that consideration. 

TOP LEFT: The brilliant moving Asfour, 1984 grey stallion 

(Malik x Hanan). Photo courtesy of Marion Richmond.  

TOP RIGHT: Straight Egyptian endurance winner Frisia 

Mameluk (Serenity Sharuf x Serenity Arufa), bred and 

ridden by Willemina DeBoer. Photo: John Nowell. 

MIDDLE: Straight Egyptian endurance winner Ameen 

Sahira (Serenity Makib x Serenity Shaha), bred by Silvia 

Nauman, Germany. Photo: Petersen. 

BOTTOM: Straight Egyptian endurance winner Ameen 

Malika (Serenity Makib x Serenity Shaha), bred by Silvia 

Nauman, Germany. Photo: Petersen.




